Knitted Pattern for an Octagon Quilt.
SCARF SHAWL—Crocheted

Materials required: HENRY HESSE SHETLAND FLOSS, 8 skeins White, 2 skeins Light Blue, No. 877 or 879. No. 8 bone crochet hook.

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING.

Make a chain of 120 stitches.

1st Row—Four double crochet into four following chains, skip two chains and put four double crochet into one stitch forming a shell, skip two chains and repeat from the first until you have 13 straight clusters and 12 shells.

2nd Row—Make three chains; crochet into each of the four stitches with double crochet, taking the full stitch from the front, then make a shell on the shell; continue this until end of row.

3rd Row—Make three chains; crochet into each of the four stitches with four double crochet, taking the full stitch from the back; make a shell into the shell; continue until end of row.

4th Row—Same as 2nd.

5th Row—Same as 3rd.

Continue until you have the required length, making:

Four rows of white; two rows of blue; three rows of white; two rows of blue; three rows of white; two rows of blue; sixty-six rows of white; two rows of blue; three rows of white; two rows of blue; three rows of white; two rows of blue; four rows of white.

Finish each end with white fringe. This shawl is also pretty made in solid colors.
For embroidering, use the cotton, flax and silk articles, mark D.M.C
CIRCULAR SHAWL—Crocheted.

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING.

Materials required: HENRY HESSE SHETLAND FLOSS, 8 skeins of white, 5 skeins of Sunrise No. 576, No. 8 bone crochet hook.

Make a chain of four stitches and join.

1st Row—In this space make 30 long crochet.

2nd Row—Make two long crochet in each crochet of the 1st row.

3rd Row—Make two long crochet in every second space.

4th Row—Same as third.

5th Row—Same as third.

6th Row—Skip two stitches and crochet shell of six stitches. Make six rows same way, then increase by putting ten crochet in every second shell. In the next row there will be two shells over every shell in which there are ten stitches. Make six more rows and finish last row with picot edge.
Nr. 44. Typenmuster zu Abb. 58. Farbenerklärung: ■ Dunkelblau, □ Mittelblau, ○ Hellmittelblau, □ Hellblau.
Erklärung der Zeichen: ■ Grün, □ Blau, □ Gelb, □ Fund.
Nr. 69. Teil einer Gardine mit Filetarbeit.
Hierzu Abb. 70, sowie Mustervorlagen Abb. 75 u. 76.

Nr. 76. Mustervorlage zur Gardine Abb. 69.

Nr. 15. Typenmuster für Kreuz- und Strichstickerei. Marine-Emblem für Kinderkleider.

Nr. 16. Typenmuster für Kreuz- und Strichstickerei. Emblem für Kinderkleider.

Nr. 17. Typenmuster für Kreuz- und Strichstickerei. Emblem für Kinderkleider.
Nr. 46. Sessakissen. Kreuz- und Holbeinstickerei. Siehe Nr. 94.
Farbenklärung: ◆ Rot, ◆ Dunkelblau, ◆ Hellgelb, ◆ Grün.
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